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1.1

Executive Summary
Scope of This Report

This document reports on the research activities of the University of Washington / Northwest VLSI Consortium for the period 19 March 1985 to 30 September 1985 under sponsorship of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. The applicable contract for
this period is MDA903-85-K-0072.

1.2

Accomplishments

During this period the Consortium completed initial versions of nine generators which
are now available to designers. CFL (Coordinate Free LAP), the primary tool used in
constructing generators, was enhanced considerably as a result of the feedback of the
generator writers. Generators were used in two substantial chip designs, a digital filter
and the Quarter Horse, a 32-bit microprocessor. Ongoing work focuses on the generation of
output descriptions other than the layout, in particular the DRC interface, the transistor
netlist, and the functional description. These output descriptions are a critical requirement
for interfacing the generators to a custom CAD system.
The Consortium supported both regular University instruction in VLSI design, as well
as a special intensive design class for industry engineers. Classes planned for the coming
academic year will focus on architectural alternatives in microprocessor design and use the
Quarter Horse as a base for enhancement.
In June the Consortium began distributing Release 3.0 of the VLSI design toolset.
Currently over 40 sites have received this release which supports nMOS as well as MOSIS
3 micron CMOS. As the generator project continues, the Consortium intends to make
periodic releases of software developed for the project.
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Release 3.0 of the Consortium Toolset

A new release of the toolset was put together during Spring of 1985 and released in June.
A number of new programs and capabilities have been added.
A major improvement in physical design tools has been the addition of Coordinate
Free LAP (CFL), a library of "C" procedures that facilitates the layout of VLSI designs.
Designed and written by Bill Beckett of the Consortium staff, CFL contains a variety of
operators for juxtaposing, transforming and replicating hierarchies of cells. Although CFL
has sufficient functionality to allow specification of arbitrary rectilinear mask geometries,
it is mainly intended to be used in the chip assembly mode. Hence the typical application
would be to use a graphical editor such as Caesar or Magic to generate lower level cells (or
tiles) and then use CFL to assemble these cells into higher level modules. Routing facilities
are provided which generate a variety of planar and nonplanar wire patterns to connect
2

functional blocks. CFL is approximately 60 times faster than the aging Pascal-based layout
facility PLAP, which it replaces.
A number of layout generators are included in the release. Written with CFL, each
produces a layout satisfying the MOSIS 3 micron CMOS specification. A multiplier generator produces a NxM two's complement multiplier with ripple carry addition. A decoder
generator creates a dynamic nor form decoder with an arbitrary number of address bits and
banks. A padframe generator creates a MOSIS-acceptable padframe with input, output
and tristate pads instantiated according to user specifications.
Several new programs have been added to allow easier construction of RNL control
files for the switch level timing simulator RNL. These include GENCONTROL and
GEN-TIME. The utility SIMSCOPE displays signal behavior derived from RNL or SPICE
on several different graphics terminals.
So far 40 sites have received the distribution tape.

3

Initial Design Generators

During the past 6 months, the Consortium has completed initial versions of a number
of design generators. One goal of this work is to have a library of generators available
for designers of complex chips. In this way important feedback can be obtained on the
utility of the output descriptions produced by the generators. Another goal is to provide
insight into the techniques by which a generator is constructed. Once such pieces of
information are gleaned from these ad hoc generators, we will be better able to define
a generator methodology and appropriate data structures to support future versions of
generators. The goal, of course, is to systematize generator construction and to support it
appropriately with CAD tools.
A complete list of these generators appears as an appendix to this report. All were
written for the MOSIS 3 micron process. Several instances created by each generator have
been or are in the process of being fabricated.
The current set of generators has been constructed using the following procedure. Given
a class of circuits (e.g. static RAMs), the generator writer chooses a subset which may
be used in a variety of design situations. For the particular example of the static RAM,
this subset was chosen to include both single and dual ported versions and to encompass
an arbitrary address range as well as word size. The designer then lays out leaf cells
and assembles them to create instances of the design. The designer checks them for both
geometrical and electrical design rule correctness and simulates them to ensure correct
functionality. The layout is commonly created graphically using Caesar, or more recently,
using Magic. With the help of a library of layout procedures known as CFL (Coordinate
Free LAP), the designer writes a C program for assembling leaf cells into instances of the
circuit class. The parameters for specifying the form of the instance are passed as command
line options to the program. A brief man page describes the generator parameterisation.
3
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As the initial set of generators was developed it became clear that enhancements to
CFL would make the generator writer's job a lot easier. For example it was found that
the addition of a "fill" operator extending the material on one border of a cell could be
used to adjust the size of the driver transistors and the width of ground/ power buses.
In this case and in several others the development of the generators spurred the further
refinement of CFL as the generator writer's tool.
Currently, the primary output description is the layout. A border description of the
layout is outputted as a byproduct of CFL. This description consists of the locations of all
material which lies along the bounding box of the layout, as well as associated labels. This
description has been successfully transformed into a format that can be used by Magic's
global router. Work is currently underway to allow generators to output only geometry
within a certain distance of the bounding box. This description would provide an interface
to a design rule checker that could save considerable time in not having to check the inside
of the generated component. Work is currently underway to allow generators to output a
schematic description as well as the corresponding transistor netlist.
It is clear that the documentation for a generator requires careful consideration. A
man page is clearly insufficient for providing the detailed information the generator user
would like to know. What is needed is a medium versatile enough to accomodate timing
diagrams, circuit schematics and simulation information. Work is in progress to develop
such a documentation tool.
Several complex designs have been constructed that have employed a number of generators. An eighth order IIR digital filter design of about 25K transistors utilized the
multiplier, PLA, and padframe generators. The addition of the RAM and counter generators to the library will allow a filter designer to put together an arbitrarily configured
filter with relatively little effort. The amount of low level custom design required would
be very small. The Quarter Horse microprocessor (described in detail in the appendices)
employed the PLA, RAM and padframe generators.
Continued enhancement of these major chip designs will provide a test bed for the
progress of the generator project. We hope to be able to ascertain the usefulness of our
design generators across a spectrum of applications. We also hope the chip designers will
be able to give us feedback on the utility of the output descriptions produced by the
generators.

4

The Quarterhorse Microprocessor

The Quarter Horse is a single chip microprocessor whose design and implementation in
custom CMOS was completed in 90 days. It was undertaken by the Computer Science
Department's advanced VLSI design class during the spring quarter of 1985. Seven people
contributed to the project which was submitted to MOSIS for fabrication in April.
The Quarter Horse is a 32-bit microprocessor. External memory is addressed as a 32
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bit word, while the program counter is 30 bits long. The machine uses word addressing.
Instructions are also 32 bits in length. 32 general purpose registers are available for use
by the programmer.
A number of different architectures were explored before the traditional "data path"
design was decided upon. This consists of several functional blocks (ALU, shifter, register
file, program counter) which are laminated together and communicate through a common
data bus. These are then controlled by a PLA, which specifies both the clocking and
control to execute a particular instruction. Since the PLA is a software programmed
element, we were able to delay some critical decisions until the last minute, thus allowing
a parallel design approach. In addition to the PLA there is hardware for prefetching the
next instruction and for evaluating branch conditions.
An advantage of using a PLA for control, together with instructions of variable numbers of cycles, is that the instruction set can be easily reconfigured on subsequent versions
of the design. By reprogramming the PLA, a very simple or complex set can be created.
Those currently implemented include most of the instructions available on the RISC microprocessor. In addition, more complex character manipulation instructions are included
to demonstrate these advantages.
A number of lessons, outlined in a paper to be presented at the 1985 ICCD conference,
were learned while doing the project. In general, these point to the advantages gained
from choosing a "flexible architecture which delays binding" and to the use of generators.
A second version of the processor is currently under design. The intention is to create
a generator which is capable of creating a unique instance of the Quarter Horse for VLSI
experimental purposes.
A technical report describing the Quarter Horse appears as an appendix to this report.

5
5.1

Status of the Test Laboratory
Experimentation With the Laser Prober

The Consortium is a beta-test site for a laser prober prototype developed at Lincoln Labs.
This tool provides access to the states of internal nodes of a system without damage to
the unit under test. Such a tool, combined with a circuit simulator, has the potential to
locate design flaws. With the help of Lincoln Labs in supplying key custom parts, we have
been able to duplicate the prototype they have developed.
We have performed experiments on a number of 3 micron chips with nodes easiy
controllable from the pins of the IC. We have also developed a user's guide t, the tool,
which is currently under review at Lincoln Labs.
The laser prober experiments have established the proper design and operation of
critical building blocks in MOSIS fabricated chips. However, we would like to improve
our confidence in the results achieved so far. Our experience indicates that a number of
factors make it sometimes difficult to determine a node's state from waveform produced
. 5

by the prober. One factor is the appearance of a pulse whether the unperturbed device
is on or off, although the magnitude of the pulse usually, though not always, differs by
a factor of two between the two cases. The comparison of the two pulses can be made
easier if the node can be made to switch during the probing operation. Additionally, the
response pulse seems very sensitive to the size of the device: the state of large devices
is significantly easier to determine than that of minimum sized devices. Finally, if the
IC under test is changing state, the current sense amplifier response is dominated by the
devices being switched, causing large power supply current changes to be observed by the
oscilloscope.
The laser prober has been used on several MOSIS fabricated chips. One particular
example is a chip containing 16 16-bit synchronous counters. Initial tests indicated that
most of these chips were nonfunctional. In probing these chips our intent was to determine
whether the problems were due to the output pads or the metal2 interconnect. Probing
showed that neither was responsible and that the problems arose from different (as yet
undetermined) yield problems in the counter arrays.
Our conclusion is that laser probing offers a major advantage over contact probing
in VLSI circuits. There are however problems in making definite conclusions about the
internal states of the IC. We hope that by sharing our experiences with the Lincoln Labs
people we can inprove the sensitivity of the instrument.

5.2

Improvements to the Test Facility

The Consortium recently added significant testing capability with the purchase of a Northwest Instruments Test System. This system increases the number of stimulus channels from
16 to 32 and the number of acquisition channels from 32 to 96. The speed at which chips
can be tested increases from 20 MHz to 100 MHz. An IBM PC/AT controls the test sequence and supplies the user interface for constructing the stimulus patterns and analyzing
the acquired data. An ethernet card allows communication with the VAX 780 so that one
may download test vectors created on the VAX. The additional test capability provided
by this system will allow better characterization of designs produced by generators. Large
chips such as the digital filter and the Quarter Horse microprocessor, for which the existing
test gear was inadequate, can now be exhaustively tested.

6
6.1

Educational Offerings
The CMOS Intensive Class

During June and July the Consortium conducted its third intensive class in CMOS design.
Eleven attendees from four different organizations participated, seven of whom opted to
complete a substantial design as an independent project.
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The course itself is divided into two parts. During the first three days of lectures and
labs the students learn the fundamentals of CMOS design and the use of the Consortium
simulation tools. The next two weeks are devoted to independent work on individual
designs. Three days of lectures and labs follow, during which the students learn layout
and verification techniques. The next month is spent completing the layouts of individual
projects. Designs are fabricated through the MOSIS commercial facility and the returned
parts may be tested using the Consortium's test facility.

6.2

UW Course Offerings in VLSI

During the academic year 1985-86 the Consortium will continue its support role for VLSIrelated courses of the Computer Science and Electrical Engineering Departments. This
year, however, the course sequence will expand with an exciting new architecture course Architectural Alternatives for VLSI Microprocessors. This course wil add a new dimension
to the VLSI activities at the University, and build upon the work of previous classes. It is
believed that by integrating architectural concepts in the VLSI sequence, the complexity
and sophistication of the resulting chips will be increased.
6.3

Seminars

On August 26 the Consortium staff conducted a seminar intended to introduce the engineers in the member firms to the tools in the Consortium toolset. The session was limited
in scope - students were not taught how to use specific tools, but rather were shown
examples of design situations in which the tools were used effectively. A future seminar is
planned which will focus on design generators and CFL.

7
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7.1

Appendices
A Summary of Consortium Design Generators

The following design generators have been developed for the MOSIS 3 micron process.
Most are installed in the Consortium toolset.
PADFRAME
-- generates a MOSIS-acceptable 3 micron CMOS padframe.
Options:
Frame size and number of pins.
Pad type and location on frame.
Layer for routing connection.
MUX

-- selects one of a number of multiple bit busses
Options:
No. bits on each bus.
No. select wires.
Inverting/noninverting outputs.
Style nand(single clock) or nor(2 nonoverlapping clocks).

CAM

-- generates a content addressable memory and associated RAM.
Options:
No. words.
No. bits per word in CAM.
No. bits per word in static RAM.

MULTIPLIER

-- generates a static style multiplier.

Options:
No. bits in multiplier.
No. bits in multiplicand.
Signed/unsigned.
Location of Vdd/GND.
BUFFER
-- increases the drive of a signal with a chain of inverters.
Options:
Load capacitance.
Charging/discharging time desired.
Inverted/noninverted output signal.
Width of N transistor of first inverter.
Stage ratio of the string of inverters.

8

DECODER
Options:

--

decodes an address.

Style nand(single clock) or nor(2 nonoverlapping clocks).
No. of select inputs.
Spacing between decoded outputs.
Inverting/noninverting outputs.
-- generates a single or dual ported registE: file.

RAM

Options:
Single/dual port.
No.-of address bits.
No. bits per word.
-- generates a dynamic (2 clocks) PLA.

PLA

Options:
Strapping of nor plane inputs with metal2.
Stretching of power and ground lines.

-- generates a dynamic style ROM.

RON

Options:
Single clock (NORA) or multiple clock style.
No. of address bits.
No. of bits per word.

9
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Automated Generation of Microcontrollers
Barry W. Jinksa - David L. Pulfrey" -

Warren S. Snyder""

• Microtel Pacific Research Liaison, UW/NW VLSI Consortium, Seattle, WA98195
Dept. of Electrical Engineering, UJ.B.C., Vancouver, B.C. V6T IW5
GTE Laboratories, 40 Sylvan Road, Waltham, MA 02254
ABSTRACT-The
concept
of
an
algorithmic
microcontroller has been investigated. Software has been
created which, when supplied with deigo parametrics, will
generate several representations of the desired instance.
This paper discusses the methodology followed during
generator creation and the architecture and instruction set
of the resulting family of controllers,

I. INTRODUCTION

n
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The use of microcomputers as on-chip building-blocks
is an attractive proposition for designers wishing to realize
large integrated systems in silicon. Various approaches to
this end are being explored, including standard library
macrocells,
silicon
compilers
and
microcomputer
generators.
In a recent embodiment of the latter
approach
the architecture of the microcomputer
macrocells is essentially fixed but the user has control over
important parameters such as data width, numbers of
registers and the memory content and size. In the present
work we have taken this concept a step further along the
road to flexibility and area minimization by adopting a fully
parametric approach to the design of a microcontroller.
By focusing on the microcontroller, rather than on a
general purpose microcomputer, we have been able to limit
the global instruction set and hence reduce the complexity
of the generator design. The microcontroller generator is a
software design environment which consists of a suite of
-subprograms capable of producing a number of different
data base representations of a given instance. When
furnished with the final system parametrics, the system
synthesizes the mask geometries for a microcontroller to be
instantiated in a user-specified system.
The microcontroller comprises a microprocessor,
memory, communications protocol hardware and analog
and digital !/O. It is intended to form a complete control
system on a chip for use in telecommunications
applications. The
present work
focuses on the
microprocessor and memory portions of this generator.
11 GENRATOR DEVELOPMENT METHODOLO(iY
Initial system design and functional level simulation
was performed using a behavioral level simulator, after
which a LISP-like description of the circuit, including
parasitics, was created with MITs NETLIST program. Leaf
cells were then laid out using MAGIC, the new layout
tFunded in pt by the Defeue Adveaced Research Projects Agency
under Cognact MDA03.-S.K.072.
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editor from Berkeley.
Positioning of the leaf cells is
performed using Coordinate Free LAP (CFL), a program
developed at the UW/NW VLSI Consortium .
CFL was designed with generator creation in mind. As
such it allows the designer to write a 'C' program which
embodies the general structure of the generator, even
before the leaf cells have been designed. As these cells are
created, or changed, CFL automatically aligns them in the
correct fashion. CFL also provides the designer with
autorouting primitive% and, further, creates a complete
description of the border of the newly-generated device.
This enables manipulation of the device by any higher level
program to proceed by accessing only a very small amount
of data.
Once the layout phase was complete, the instances were
extracted using MAGIC. Simulations with the switzh-level
simulator RNL were then performed to compare results
with the transistor netlist, following which changes to
NETLIST, the leaf cells and CFL were made to ensure
agreement. Layout verification, and any further necessary
model adjustments were then made prior to development of
The test procedure.
A self-test methodology based on
BILBO3 is currently being developed. This will be driven
by the same input parameters as used by the CFL. and
NETLIST programs such that the result in a signature
register (see Figure 1) can be predicted and used to detect
simulated faults.
The complete data base representation of a generated
microcontroller comprises four files, namely: a simulaticr
file incorporating the transistor netlist, the mask
information file containing the layout geometry information
and design rule checker information from MAGIC. a
border file giving the generator footprint from CFL, and a
test file containing the test data.
A satisfactory degree of geometric rule independence is
achieved by creating a master rule set from the rules of
foundries likely to be employed in the microcontroller
fabrication. The leaf cells are designed from this rule set
using a graphical layout editor. This approach offers an
alternative to the algorithmic technology file approach
proposed elsewhere4 . As our intended applications for
microcontrollers are in the telecommunications field, both
analog and digital circuitry are likely to be required on the
chip. This litnits the suitable fabrication technologies to
those that use only single layer metal since 'double-poly.
double-metal" processes are not widely available.
lL._
GN OBJECTIVES AND PIO mE
In establishing
prioritiestofor
design, thetofollowing
axioms
were considered
be the
appropriate
control
systems in telecommunications: i) Control algorithms tend
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to concentrate on bit manipulation operations father than

arithmetic operations; ii) the quantity of transient (ie.
read/write) data is relatively small and the data structures
are simple; iii) control processors need not be high
performance machines; iv) system timing Is of critical
importance in control applications.
Accordingly, it was determined that the priorities
should be ordered as follows: size, simplicity and
performance. To keep the design small, considerable effort
was devoted to reducing the size of the largest elements
(i.e. RAM, PLA, and ALU). To simplify the architecture,
a reduced instruction set similar to RISC' was chosen. This
was further simplified by treating all data as globals which
the need
reside in the same memory space, so eliminating
instructions. In addition, the number
for memory reference been
bus routing
low to
kept
has
rduc busrouing
o reduc
of control lines of
eptlow
een lies
ascntrl
cycle
constant
a
consistency,
timing
maintain
problems. To
chosen.
(including branches) was
time for all instructions
Performance issues were addressed in hardware by
with an algorithmic driver
employing: (1)sub-generators
6
sizing capability ; (2) a modest pipeline and (3) separate
data and control spaces. The resulting architecture is
depicted in Figure 1.

The RAM output, consisting of the contents of

registers, VO data or immediates (which have passed
through it)form the input to the ALU and shifter. These
elements perform their required operation and force the
result back to the register file on the Bbus only.
The RAM is optimized for speed and it is noteworthy
that the slowest devices, namely the ALU (slow carry
chain) and PLA (high capacitance on the term lines) are
able to operate on cycle times which ate one half that of
the RAM. The RAM, ALU and shifter, which together
form the data path, are pipelined so that one is precharging
while the other is evaluating.
The data path output may consist of branch addresses
A PLA is
which form the input to the program cinunter.
instructionthecondition
current
be executed,
is to the
call with
the flags
a subroutine
code. toIfcompare
used
program counter and flags ae pushed on the stack.
Interrupts are controlled by the interrupt handler.
When an interrupt is being requested; the associated vector
isforced onto the current P.C.buso This causes a jump to
the state containing a call to the appropriate interrupt
service routine.
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V. GENERATOR INPUT PARAMETERS
The 9 lower level blocks of the controller

are

The input
synthesized by 8 unique sub-generators.
parameters to these generators are the register address
--

- 1r~tejtity r

width, number of interrupts, number of io ports, program
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IV. ARCHITECTURE
Since both program and processor are contained within
the same block, the system can be viewed as a finite state
machine with the state feedback being the current program
counter. A microcoding technique employing PLAs is used
to produce the control and data path signals in parallel.
Separation of these paths allows PLA minimization
techniques to produce a more compact structure. The
output of the PLAs remains valid for an entire instruction
cycle, see Figure 2.
System timing is based on a two-phase non-overlapping
clock scheme, with one machine cycle taking two ticks of
each clock to complete. The machine cycle is partitioned
into read and write half-cycles by a state clock derived
from one of the system clock phases. see Figure 2. The
RAM must be read in the first half-cycle and written-to in
The output of the RAM i,
the second half-cycle.
2
dynamically latched by C MOS latches, using NORA
circuit techniques. The RAM itself is implemented in
doipino CMOS.
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counter width, stack depth and data path width.
addition, the ALU, shifter and branch PLA operations are
defined. Many of these parameters can be synthesized by
analysis of the instructions used in a particular program.
This ensures a compact microcontroller which is capable of
executing a local subset only of the global set available.
The ALU is an example of where this approach to area
reduction is used. In addition to the data path width, the
ALLY generator has a switch which directs it to synthesize
an "arithmetical/logical" or just Ilogica unit, depending
The shifter
on the particular operations required.
way and synthesizes only the
generator works in a similar
actual paths used in the crossbar witch, instead of all those
that are possible.
VI. INSTRUCTION SET
The global instruction set has been devised to provide a
limited but powerful set of instructions. All instructions
execute in one machine eycle and there are 22 instruction
types, see Figure 3.
All of the read/write registers in the processor reside in
the dual ported register file. The ito address space is also
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memory mapped, therefore, there are no divisions between
registers, memory and 11O ports. This greatly simplifies the
instruction set while making it completely orthogonal.
Several special (x) latches may also reside in the RAM.
These allow indirect addresses to be stored and used to
access the registers. Since the RAM is designed to have A
and B busses read simultaneously but a write to the B bus
only, all data path operations are of the form:

*

(Rcglldatalio)

OP (RegT2io) ->

(Reg2/io)

-

!
I
-

,jL

The source of jump or call addresses is the RAM as
well, thus addresses may be immediate or computed. At
present, 8 branch conditions are provided for.
By keeping the number of control lines small ( <=14),
it has proved possible to implement horizontal microcode
(i.e. no instruction decode), producing in this case 784
unique instructions. This provides maximum flexibility"I!
while maintaining architectural simplicity. The result is
that operations which do not use the data path (i.e. flags,
interrupt control, return) can be executed in parallel with
those that do.
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DATA PATH OPERATIONS:
operations:
ADD
SHLL
ADOC
SHLA
SUB
SHRL
SUBC
SHRA
AND
RLL
OR
RLA
XOR
RRL
MOVE
RRA
an indirect address

Vill CONCLUSION
A design environment for the automatic generation of
microcontrollers
in single chip telecommunications
applications has been developed.
When the input
parameters are supplied, the generator synthesizes the mask
geometries for the required microcontroller. By analyzing
the instructions used in a particular program, layouts of
major components such as the ALU and the barrel shifter
are defined. In this manner, a compact layout is produced
for each different microcontroller instance.
Several
microcontrollers with data-paths ranging from 2 to 16 bits
have been simulated. The corresponding machine cycle
times are predicted to be 180 to 600 nanoseconds.

OTHER OPERATIONS:
FLAGS
LATCH
CALL ON CONDITION
RETURN ON CONDITION
JUMP ON CONDITION
COMPARE
ENABLE/DISABLE INTERRUPT
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FIGURE 3. GLOBAL INSTRUCTION SET

YlURESLLM
The generator has been designed in 3p CMOS, using a
conservative set of the MOSIS design rules.
Several
instances of the microcontroller have been simulated using
NETLIST in conjunction with RNL. This has shown that
the speed of a particular instance is highly dependent on
the resources used. For example, for moderate word
widths, the ALU carry chain delay dominates. If the carry
chain is not present (ie. logical operations only), the
program counter becomes the speed determining factor,
Most instantiations are expected to perform with a
rate better than 2 million instuctioarsecond.

v.processing

Figure 4 is the check plot of a test instance with an 8
bit word width, 31 general purpose registera, I indirect
address register and an 8 deep stack. Each subgenerator is
fully implemented (ie. all instruction types can be
executed) and the progrVm is 280 steps in length. The pad
frame has a cavity which is 5.3mm on a side.
Some of the major data path items, notably the RAM
and the shifter have already been fabricated. Initial testing
shows that the functionality and performance track well
with the expected results.
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The Quarter Horse: A Case Study in Rapid Prototyping of
a 32 bit Microprocessor Chip
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up a layout are organized into a few composite cells and leaf
cells. Design rule and other checking facilities also aid in handling mass complexity since most designers can produce correct
primitive cells but introduce design rule errors in cell composition or design revision. Simulation tools, on the otherhand,
help confront choice complexity by giving designers the ability
to evaluate design alternatives in software rather than hardware. Methodologies such as NORA (No Race logic') constrain
the design and simplify dynamic behavior, thereby reducing
choice complexity. Other tools and methodologies can be similarly classified and it is interesting to assess how they carve
away at the overall complexity problem.

SABSTRACT
The Quarter Hone is a single chip 32-bit microprocessor
whose design and implementation in custom CMOS was completed in 90 days. The design effort is presented as a case
study in managing choice complexity. The factors contributing
to the rapid development of a prototype are discussed, as is the
processor's architecture.

Our minds are finite, and yet even in these
circumstances of finitude we are surrounded
bi possibilitiesthat are infinite.
Alfred North Whitehead

The second reason to separate mas from choice complexity
is to study ways of handling choice complexity, the more difficult and less well understood of the two. The problem is that
simulators, the principal computer aid for coping with choice
complexity, quickly become inadequate. The computational
load of simulation becomes too large to be feasible; the aimple, approximate models that work well on small designs fail to

We must never make experiments to confirm
our ideas, but simply to control them.
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be accurate when scaled up; the space of possibilities becomes
too large to be explored fully as the number of interacting ard
interdependent parts increases. The difficulties of choice complexity increase nonlinearly with the size of the design, causing
it to be the more significant limitation.

The difficulties of implementing large VLSI designs derive
from two quite different sources which can be named: mass
complexity and choice complexity. Mas complexity refers to
the difficulty of specifying the detail in a large VLSI design
when it is known what is to be done; this type of complexity is
primarily a consequence of the sheer quantity of information,
(Examples will be given shortly.) Choice complexity refers to
the difficulty of selecting among alternatives within the design
space to determine how it it to be done; this type of complexity
is due to the complicated interactions of the components and
the interdependence of design decisions. To complete a design
is to triumph over mass complexity; to complete a successfld
design is to triumph over both types of complexity.

Clearly, the easiest way to handle choice complexity is through
czperience, since making design decisions is largely a matter of
'knowing from experience' the consequences of choosing various alternatives. But it is not possible to start a design and
make every decision correctly from experience because were it
so, every decision would have been previously made and the
design would be essentially a copy of a previous effort - no
design would be required. So, design decisions must be made
when there is no direct experience to guide the designer. He
must therefore find ways of acquiring the relevant experience.
This paper focuses on the acquisition and application of experience - the management of choice complexity.

Ther are two purposes in distinguishing between mass and
choice complexity. Fist, the distinction helps to clarify what
design problems can and can not be solved by CAD tools and
VLSI design methodologies. Tor example, the hierarchical design methodology is directed purely at managing mass cornplexity: The hundreds of thousands of polygoms that make
treF ed is past by de Defeas Advasced Research Projects Agency, Co.tract MDA9q04K-0
, sad i pan by theUsmity of Was gtoa/
•.rthwen VLSI Csesusem.

The Quarter Hone, a 32-bit microproceeor chip, designed
start-to-finish in 90 days, will serve a a cue study for discussing choice complexity management. The rapid 90-day design time is itself a means of quickly acquing experience, but
there are may other more fundamental instames within the
design where choice complexity wa reduced by bringing our
experience or other peoples* ezperiene to bear on the problem. Most. but not all, of these strategies awe pplical,', to
other large VLSI designs.
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There isa long (by the standards of the IC world) tradition of single chip microprocessors, so one way to reduce
choice complexity is to learn from other project's successes and
failures. The resulting architecture (see Figure 2) benefitted
greatly
'"from this experience. (Explicit credit is given below.)

.

---------------------<------------------- 323
lop code CCl181 0 1 81 1 5 1
7
dat.*
5 5
6
1 1 5
----------- 12 ------- >
where the abbreviations are:

The processor is built around two 32-bit wide data path
busses with a control PLA and a one-instruction prefetch unit.
The data path is connected at one end to a 32-bit address port
and at the other end to a 32-bit data port.
It-is interesting to note that although we advocate aggressive exploration of the design space using every means possible,
there are a few choices that just cannot be made easily. These
decisions tend to be global and one example is the use of the
chip's pins: There is the address port/data port (ap/dp) choice
versus the instruction port/value port (ip/vp) choice. In the
ap/dp choice, all addresses go through the same pins while the
data port must be shared between instructions and values. In
the ip/vp choice the pins must be shared between addresses
and data. The consequences of the decision affect the internals
of the chip significantly and the interface of the microprocessor
with the memory system. Although the ip/vp choice was never
selected in the microprocessors we studied, our evaluation was
that both schemes had assets and liabilities. Our final decision
was to choose sp/dp more or less arbitrarily; perhaps it would
be worth another 90 days to explore fully the ip/vp choice.

.
.

The Quarter Horse has a limited number of instructions
like the RISC architecture 2 although we allocated a full 32 bits
for the instruction format as was used in the PP4 3 in order to
have flexibility for later expansion. The instruction format is:

SCC Set condition code
IMM Immediate data Rag
D
Result destination register
SI
Source data register I
S2
Sourqe data register 2
When immediate values are used S2 is not available.
The architecture uses the register-to-register approach as
was used in RLSC. Unlike RISC, however, instructions employ
a variable number of microcycles which are specified by the
controlling PLA. (The purpose and benefits of this choice are
explained below.) As a result, instructions can be implemented
whose complexity is too great to be completed in a rigid, fixed
length fetch/execute cycle. We chose to illustrate this property
with instructions using character type data.
The Quarter Horse employs word addressing, as was used
in MIPS 4.Furthermore, we limited the memory space to 2s
words, which is quite adequate for our experimental purposes
and enables interrupt addresses to be stored in 28 bits. This
modest limitation and the fact that the four flag bits fit in the
unused positions permit a one word program status word.
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Figure t.Quarter Horse architecture.
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Architectural Components
We briefly discuss each of the components of the achitecture with a concurrent discussion on ways of reducing choice
complexity.

The use of a second layer metal CMOS process permitted a
significant speed improvement due to reduced capacitance.
Instruction Reister, PC ad Memory Registers The in.tnution register is a pair of registers to support instruction prcfetch.

Register Array The register array has two distinct parts.
both of which are built from a basic dual-port static RAM
cell: a 32 x 32 general purpose register set and working register
set of two temporary registers and a constant (255) register.
The temporary registers and constant re used chiefly for the
character operations. The 32 general purpose registers provide
considerable flexibility for the software designers.
a particularly knotty problem
esign of RAM cells has been
for other microprocessor projects. Although the Quarter Horse
RAM cell was specially designed, it was based on a dual-ported
cell that was produced from a VLSI circuit design generator
developed at the University of Washington. This experience
illustrates two ways in which choice complexity can be reduced.

These, plus the program counter, memory address and dat:t
registers, bus drivers, immediate and sign extension logic were
all designed from scratch.
There is little that can be said about the management of
choice complexity here except that we tried when possible to
use library cells like flip-flops. In the end the designs were
mostly original thinking.
TheCotrlELA Having been impressed by the flexibility
s
provided by the single control PLA of the Mosaic design and a
3
than
rather
it
adopt
to
related scheme of the PP4 ,we decided
embrace the control precepts of other microprocessor chips.
The use of the PLA would simplify the addition of new instructions at a later date and it would be the easiest way to
control complex instructions requiring many microcycles. At
the same time we knew that its performance would be the limiting factor in the speed of the microprocessor. This tradeoff
between the costs of performance and the benefits of flexibility were a continual subject of diacussion and experimentation.
Although we have already realized many of the flexibility benefits, we have not yet determined what the total cost will be.

First, the structures like register arrays should be automatically produced using VLSI design generators just as PLAn are
automatically generated now. The generator program is an encoding of the "experience" of the generator writer packaged in
an extremely usable form. But not every architectural stcture can be anticipated, so there may not be a design generator
to solve a particular problem. Thus the second, and perhaps

But let us explain.

the most time-honored meas of utilizing other designer's experience, is to modify an existing design. When the existing
to what is needed this is an extremely effecis 'close"
design
St
u to
tuse
t..
ive technique
reduced choice complexity. But when it is

In terms of choice complexity, what is crucial about the
of the PLA
controlling
device of
i~mtm
fciis
rh an
iet
sta as the
8iigsingle hcentral
teetura idecona. A principle of computing is to delay binding

~

not *close" the existing design can possibly be a distraction

preventing exploration of rich areas of the design space.

decisions for as long as possible simply to retain flexibility, and

Arithmetic-Logic Unit The ALU of the Quarter Horse is
similar to that of the OM2 data path chip designed at CalTech s. The chief differences are that it was implemented in
CM( 3 and like the Mosaic designs, the 'R function block" was
replaced with an XOR gate.

because a PLA is programmable - a complete revision can be
produced in an hour - changes can be made trivially right up
to the end. The importance of the delayed binding principle
for microprocessor architecture design was dramatically illustrated to us when three days before completion of the chip we
had to change the general register read protocol! Moreover, as
the simulations provided us with information about the performance of the architecture's components, we could continually
revise the microcontrol. The conclusion has to be that the arBut
chitecture
at what costitself ca aid in controlling choice complexity.

The way in which choice complexity was controlled in the
ALU was by utilizing the best featues of designs produced
by eight different designers. Students had been asked as a
homework assignment in an introductory VLSI class to produce
designs
a CMOS version of the OM2 ALU. Eight completedassembled
were
these
from
parts
best
the
and
were compared
into the Quarter Horse ALU.
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Because the ALU could be produced quickly, it was pos.
sible o i almostsat
desthe
beginning our
p2p
data path pitch.
This enabled subsequent design activities to progress with confidence that at least one characteristic of the design would not
change.

The performance of the PLA concerned us from the very
start and we simulated *typical" PLAs to get estimates of performance before adopting the architectural strategy. (The actual, as opposed to the psychological, effect on our work was
minimal since we were going to redesign anyhow and the PLA
could then be implemented in faster, random logic if it turned
out to be too slow.) We took an aggressive Sons cycle time as

Shiftzz The barrel shifter, deemed to be a necessity because
of our interest in data types requiring field extraction, was
designed by beginning with published approaches 7-4. The first
design was generalized on a second pass to incorporate rotation,
.The Usiversky of Wmhsps/Nerthwese VLSI Cossortiom is presently
"eta ed is a pr
tudy md build d
parea
- Ie.lrb pm
grams tbat producs circuits 1e staadad aritctuand cemposeats. Tho
RAM doi4 gsaerator ,asas" swore esuso to ha n fo the Qu, ,
None durectly. The osi gatrateaon
wor dotp"franc goatmor
and the PLA Igemtse .

a goal and spent a lot of effort trying to achieve it. We experimented with a variety of design styles, domino, NORA, pseudo
nMOS, etc., in order to find high performance solutions. We
also enumerated a variety of ways in which a slow PLA could be
made faster, but none was actually implemented. Most of this
activity was to build confidence that the PLA-on-the-criticalpath decision was correct. The Quarter Horse chip that was
fabricated did not (by simulation evidence) meet the SOns PLA
requirements but by then the flexibility benefits alone justified
the decision and slow performance was of less concern. (Me&-
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suremeats on the actual chip were not available at publication
time, the simulated time for the PLA was T0us-80ns.)

* read the literature and avoid needless reinvention.

There was one other
way
in
which the
PLA reTher wa
waoneothr
inwhih
th control
cotrolPLAre'
duced choice complexity: By using the PLA for alltiming,
there was no interdependence among the architectural components on clock characteristics, which promoted more indepeudeuce among the parts. If a single global clock had been used
for each component, then there would have had to have been
agreement among the designers on such things as the duration
of each phase, even with a PLA control. With the PLA doing
all of the timing, short duration activities like precharging can
be done in one step while ALU computation can be given several cycles, i.e. the "logical clock" used by the component can
be asserted for several "physical clock" periods. The lesson is
to keep the clock out of the component designs.

No matter how inventive or creative a project is,it contains
aspects that have been done before. Third, when possible

T2oh
The Quarter Horse chip was designed using Release 2.1 of
the University of Washington/Northwest VLSI Consortium Design Tools'. Our chief tool for handling choice complexity was
the RNL simulator of Chris Terman' which was applied to all
component designs and to the entire chip. This tool, revised
for CMOS and reasonably well calibrated to the MOSISU proceases, was an effective way to explore the design space quickly.
For certai;n cells, e.g. RAM, we used SPICE simulation.
While designing the architecture, we built an interactive
simulator to allow "register transfer lever simulation of the
Quarter Horse. This program, which ultimately produced the
microcode for the PLA, was an operational document" that
continually reflected the current state of the high level design
decisions. Such tools enable one to try many architectural al.
ternatives and they are worthy of greater exploitation in the
future.
The Final Chip

* use design generators
to avoid designing entirely, but if that is impossible, find something close and rework it.
* Revise existing designs,
and if several designers can be assigned to a critical part to do
independent solutions,
* merg the best of eprate design efforts.
The sixth rule may not always be applicable, but it was so
important to the Quarter Horse, it is worth seeking cases to
apply it:
9 Employ a flexible architecture that delays binding
and plan to implement it with a generator tool such as a PLA.
Finally,
* build tools to aid exploration
is a rule that will take the form of various simulators such as
our architectural simulator.
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The goal of designing a 32-bit microprocessor was adopted
on January 14, 1986 and the Quarter Horse was queued for
fabrication on April 15, 1985. It is composed of approximately
25.000 transistors and used the two layer metal 3p p-well bulk

CMOS process provided by MOSIS 11. (The chip fabrication
was not complete at publication time.) A complete description
of the architecture can be found in The Architecture of the
Quarter Horse Microprocesor 2.

SUMMARY
Mutiproject chips have made possible a reduction in the
time required to fabricate a prototype chip to 1-3 months. The
time required to design a prototype should be similarly brief.
The Quarter Horse effort demonstrates that attention paid to
choice complexity management permits substantial prototypes
to be designed rapidly.
Although the Quarter Horse is not the last word, and there,
is much still to be studied about choice complexity managemeat, it is useful to recapitulate the points cited above. First.
* try a throw-away design as an intermediate goal.
It is an effective way to acquire experience and streamline the
effort. Second,
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